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Focus, balance, strength

This is all about
encouraging strength, confidence,
and grounded thoughts. It also has a
calming element too. It’s great in the
morning.

It can also be used following on from
the mountain pose on the preceding
page. You will need a chair and a
compliant giraffe (to stop the chair
tipping), but a parent will do.

First, we need to make you the warrior. From a standing
position, turn one foot so the middle of it touches the heel of the other.
Now, making sure that the middle of this turned out foot is always in line
with the heel of your other foot, slide that leg back..

You should look something similar to the picture above. Your knee of
your bent leg should never be further than your ankle. Keep your chest
and hips facing the same direction as your foot on the outstretched leg.
Soften your shoulders and turn your head to focus on the middle finger
on the hand in front of you.

Now you are a warrior. You are ready.”
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Now for the chair. Keep your focus on the
chair in front of you and reach out towards it. Pull your
straight leg towards your other leg, straighten your bent
leg, and reach out and forwards towards the chair. The
leg behind you will lift up. The compliant giraffe (or
parent) will now sit down on the chair to stop it tipping.
Feel how long your back is, how strong your legs are.

You have a choice to make in the next stage.”

Are you the dragon or the warrior? If you are the warrior, come
back to the warrior pose previously described and repeat the exercise on
the other leg.

If you are the dragon, then from the pose in Stage 2, slowly let go of the
chair and let your arms become your wings beside you.
With practice, this pose is not only good for
your confidence, but it’s great for your balance,
concentration and strength.

But whatever you do on one leg,
you must do on the other,
so now repeat on the other leg.

How does your back feel?
How do your legs feel?
How ready do you feel?


